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Part 3: Industrial Training Levies
Sections 24 and 25: Amendments to the Industrial Training Act 1982

Levy proposals

Three-Year Levy Orders

108. A levy order is an order issued by the Secretary of State requiring that employers in a
given industry pay a levy and that the ITB for that industry collect and administer the
levy. A levy order also includes provision for exempting employers from payment of
the levy in appropriate cases.

109. Current practice is for ITBs to make proposals for levy orders annually.  However, levy
rates have remained unchanged for a number of years.

110. Section 25 requires ITBs who wish to submit proposals for levy orders to submit
proposals for three-year levy orders to the Secretary of State. These proposals must
specify up to three levy periods for each three-year period. There are certain exceptions
to this. The levy is imposed in respect of the levy period.

111. The ITB submitting the proposal for a three-year levy order must also specify a base
period for each levy period of the proposed order. A base period is usually a period
covering a financial year (6 April to 5 April) prior to the beginning of a levy period.
The emoluments to their workers and payments for sub-contract labour that are paid
or payable by employers during a base period are used as the basis for calculating the
levies due as a consequence of passing the proposed levy order.

112. The first and second levy proposals made by an ITB do not need to cover a three-year
period; they may specify one levy period. Subsequent levy proposals, if the ITB chooses
to make them, must cover a three-year period, subject to certain exceptions.
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